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ABOUT US &
OUR HIST RY
The SimplyIslam Education Group started under the auspices of the As-Siddiq
Centre for Islamic Studies Pte Ltd, an educational company established in
Singapore in 2006. Leveraging on innovative technological industry disruptors
from an early stage, the organisation, more commonly known as SimplyIslam
was anchored through the portal www.SimplyIslam.sg in the digital medium.
Physically, SimplyIslam began operations at the Arab Association Singapore in
2006 before moving to its current premises in the eastern part of Singapore,
continuing the legacy and space of Madrasah Al-Khairiah. They have since
expanded with three more centres in the eastern, western and northern parts of
Singapore. Through these physical schools and a fast evolving digital footprint,
SimplyIslam delivers a suite of dynamic Islamic educational programmes for
students as young as ﬁve years old, to adults in their silver-haired years. They
have established themselves as a premier institute for English-led Islamic
learning in Singapore, and are regularly recognised by Islamic organisations and
the national media - not just for their educational contributions to the
community, but also for their eﬀorts in areas of countering violent extremism,
and their charity-led initiatives on several fronts both nationally and
internationally.
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ABOUT US & OUR HISTORY

Our pioneering team of teachers and staff back in 2008.

SimplyIslam Singapore is a recognised Islamic
education centre (Islamic Education Centres &
Providers, IECP), approved by the Islamic Religious
Council of Singapore (Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura,
MUIS). Its niche is Islamic education in the English
language, delivered through various programs such as
the weekend Islamic school, seminars and public
lectures with visiting Islamic scholars, Islamic arts
initiatives and publications.

SimplyIslam is passionate about Islamic education and
believes that the way to reach the hearts and minds of
our Muslims, young and old, is to maintain a balance of
the Islamic traditions, dressed with a progressive and
dynamic approach to life in the contemporary world.
The foundation of SimplyIslam’s success lies in its
Nabawi-centric approach towards an understanding
and appreciation of Islam through a study of the life and
the biography of Prophet Muhammad ﷺ.

As a private organisation dedicated towards education,
humanitarian aid, social and community development
and literary services to facilitate progression of society,
SimplyIslam is committed to the retention of tradition
and culture and esteemed values whilst integrating
contemporary challenges facing humanity today.

Over the years, by Allah’s Divine Mercy and Heavenly
Favours, SimplyIslam has grown from strength to
strength and remains focused in the ﬁeld of education.
All Praises be to Allah, today SimplyIslam has
expanded their educational and organisational assets
and programs to other countries including Malaysia,
United Kingdom, India and Pakistan.

The scope of activities and programs addressed by the
SimplyIslam Education Group includes Islamic
education, International Scholars Program, skills
development, English-Arabic translation and
interpretation services, publications, charity works,
event management and corporate consultancy. Our
core niches are public education and awareness,
religious spirituality, interfaith dialogues, corporate and
humanitarian advisory projects and community
engagement programs.
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MISSION &
VISION
Our mission is to provide the environment, facility and tools
for people to understand and appreciate Islam the most truthful and holistic way that encourages learning and creative
discussion. We envision ourselves as an international institution of Islamic learning and understanding that shall be a
beacon of light from which knowledge and wisdom shall
radiate and illuminate others.

TRADITIONAL.
PROGRESSIVE. DYNAMIC.
Islam is a universal religion that is adhered by a quarter of the world’s population, spread across all continents. The
religion embraces cultures, context, modernity, science and technology. At SimplyIslam we emphasise on
surrounding ourselves with the Islamic traditions and established conventions. Over the last millennium, the world
has gone through many challenges and scientiﬁc and technological discoveries, and the beauty of Islam is that its
tradition, through a sound methodology, actually cherishes the opportunity to contextualise new ideas and ﬁndings.
The dynamicity of Islam is that it is a religion that refreshes itself, as mentioned by Prophet Muhammad  ﷺthat "At
the beginning of every century God will send one who will renew its religion (understanding) for this people.”
Deeply rooted in the way of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jamaah, SimplyIslam presents a traditional Islam, dressed with a
progressive and dynamic approach to life in the contemporary world. Our guides are the eminent scholars of Islam
like the scholars of the Islamic schools of law such as Imam Abu Hanifa (d.767), Imam Al-Shaﬁ’i (d.820), as well as
other classical scholars like Imam Al-Ash’ari (d.936), Al-Maturidi (d.944), Imam al-Ghazali (d.1111), Imam
An-Nawawi (d.1277) and many others. We are also guided and inspired by many recent and contemporary Islamic
scholars such as Imam al-Haddad (d.1720), Shaikh Umar al-Khatib (d.1997), Syed Abdillah al-Jufri (d.2003), Shaykh
Abdul Maqsud Elsayed Farisi (d.2011), Shaykh Ramadan Al-Bouti (d.2013), Shaykh Muhammad Nazim al-Haqqani
(d. 2014), Shaykh Hisham Kabbani, Shaykh Ali Gomaa, Shaykh Abdallah Bin Bayyah, Habib Umar Bin Haﬁz, Habib
Ali al-Jifri, and hundreds others, most of whom we have had the pleasure of meeting and even hosting in Singapore
and the region, may Allah, The Glorious, The Merciful, be pleased with them all.
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BRIDGING FAITH & FUTURE

SimplyIslam aims to provide the necessary tools that will catalyse
a habitat where learners are imbued with knowledge holistically a 360 degree learning environment that provides a seamless link
between one’s spirituality and the living world (dunya).
While the emphasis on spirituality remains SimplyIslam's core
focus, academic and professional pursuits are also an important
part of a Muslim’s life. This task to cohabitate and ﬁnd the ideal
balance between spirituality and the living world is how we
Bridge Faith and Future. Our educational model is building the
bridge that links one’s faith with the eﬀorts of securing one’s
future in this temporal yet important world.
Through this model, we hope to develop students that will bring
the greatest beneﬁt to our community, society and nation as the
Prophet Muhammad  ﷺreminded, “The best among you are
those who bring greatest beneﬁts to many others”. Through our
Nabawi-centric approach, learning is infused with the
knowledge and understanding of the Oneness of God, the love of
Allah’s Beloved, Prophet Muhammad  ﷺand an appreciation of
the rich heritage and traditions of Islam.
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CORE VALUES

1

NABAWI-CENTRIC

2

RESPONSIBILITY

3

GRATITUDE

4

CARE &
GENEROSITY

5

HUMILITY

6

INTEGRITY
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CEO’s MESSAGE
Assalamu’alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh
Welcome to SimplyIslam!
Alhamdulillah. All Praises be to Allah Almighty. Today, as I write this in January 2021, I have a lot to be
grateful for. The idea for SimplyIslam.sg grew out of my experience working for esteemed Muslim
organisations in Singapore, namely the Muslim Converts Association of Singapore (Darul Arqam) and the
Abdul Aleem Siddique Mosque, where I saw the need for English-language-based Islamic education, especially
in our fast-evolving nation and region. Driven by a deep desire to accelerate and permeate moderate and
credible Islamic knowledge into our community, I founded SimplyIslam in 2006 with some friends, operating
first out of the humble shared confines of the Al-Wehdah Arab Association in Singapore. By the Grace of
Allah, we grew and moved into our current HQ premise in the eastern part of Singapore in 2009.
Since then, in the space of over a decade, we have grown substantially and now operate out of four centres in
Singapore, currently serving over 1,000 students in our Weekend Islamic School program, plus hundreds more
adults benefiting from our adult Islamic learning programs and courses. More recently, we have expanded
operations internationally, with offices in Malaysia, India, Pakistan and the United Kingdom. We are now on
the cusp of further expansion to deliver SimplyIslam’s brand of Islamic Education to an international audience,
Insha’A llah.
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CEO’s MESSAGE

I am proud to have witnessed this growth, but none of it would have been possible without Allah’s Divine Mercy
and Favours, and the prayers of many of our scholars and supporters, and the relentless work of the SimplyIslam
Team. I am but a humble servant of Allah, and am immensely grateful for His Blessings and the entrusted
responsibility for me to continue to tread new ground in spreading His Word through our programmes and
initiatives.
Beginning 2022, as the world moves on to the endemic stage of Covid-19, SimplyIslam will put some focus on
our work in Malaysia, via the Itqan Schools. Since 2021, the Itqan Schools have moved to a newer and a more
modern building that houses the hundreds of students in the primary and secondary levels. It will also be the
base of operations for SimplyIslam to deliver more programs in Malaysia. Our passion to bring the time-tested
success of SimplyIslam’s brand of Islamic education to Malaysia is slowly bearing fruit, and Insha’A llah, with the
support and prayers of many, we can reach out to many more people.
Since the launch of the SimplyIslam Academy in 2021, a novel online Islamic education platform, we are now able
to expand our reach internationally with one digital footprint. “Anywhere, anytime” - the SimplyIslam Academy
aims to provide self-paced learning for Muslims wherever they may be, and will continue to update itself and
produce more content and courses.
We seek your prayers for our continued growth to bring benefit to mankind, holding tight to the Prophet’s ﷺ
advice, “The best of people are those who are most beneficial to others”. So, join us on this journey, and may we
all collectively contribute to the betterment of our society and mankind.
We pray that Allah The Glorious The Beneficent be kind upon us, and grant us facilitation to spread the beauty
of Islam, increase our knowledge and love for Allah The Merciful, and enhance our appreciation and love of His
Beloved Sayyidina Muhammad, Allah’s Peace and Blessings be upon him, his family and companions.

Mohamed
Nassir
Mohamed Nassir Abdul Sukkur
(Founder & CEO SimplyIslam)
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER & CEO

MOHAMED NASSIR ABDUL SUKKUR
Mohamed Nassir is currently a Ph.D. candidate at International
Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization (ISTAC-IIUM).
He graduated in December 2017 with a Master’s Degree in the
field of Religion in Global Politics from SOAS University of
London (School of Oriental & African Studies). He also earned
a First-Class Honours Degree (B.Sc.) in Information Systems
from Staffordshire University (UK) in 2001.
Mohamed Nassir worked for many years in the software
development industry before spending some 8 years working
for Islamic organisations in Singapore like The Muslim
Converts Association of Singapore (Darul Arqam) and Abdul
Aleem Siddique Mosque. At the Darul Arqam Singapore, from
1998 to 2000, he was in the missionary department, organising
da’wah events like lectures and seminars involving
international Islamic scholars. Due to his extensive IT
experience, he also helped with Darul Arqam’s IT department.
In 2002, he was appointed as the Mosque
Manager, at Singapore’s Abdul Aleem Siddique
Mosque – the Mosque was established by the
eminent sage and scholar, Maulana Abdul
Aleem Siddique, in 1953, just a year before his
demise in the holy city of Madinah. Mohamed
Nassir helped develop the Mosque’s
operational
systems,
launched
its
International Islamic Scholars Program, and
organised fund-raising activities to redevelop
the half-century Mosque. At the Mosque, he organised many events and conferences involving local and
international scholars, including the World Tasawwuf Conferences in Singapore. The Mosque raised almost
S$2m for its redevelopment fund, and was rebuilt in 2005. Artisans from Morocco were specially flown-in to
beautifully design and handcraft the interior and exterior of the Mosque, the only one of its kind in Singapore.
In 2007, Mohamed Nassir established SimplyIslam.sg, delivering Islamic education in the English language for
children, youths and adults, delivered through various programs like the weekend Islamic school, public
programs (seminars, workshops, etc) with visiting Islamic scholars, Islamic arts initiatives and publications.
SimplyIslam is committed to the retention of tradition, culture and esteemed values whilst addressing
contemporary challenges.
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER & CEO

Mohamed Nassir was listed in “The 500 Most
Influential Muslims” in 2009 and 2010, published by
Jordan’s Royal Islamic Strategic Studies Center. He was
mentioned in a Berita Harian article (“Kenali 50 Wajah”,
Dec 2010) as among four individuals who are expected
to play a crucial role in directing and shaping the ‘face’
of the Singapore Muslim community. In 2009, he was
invited to participate in the Muslim Leaders of
Tomorrow (MLT) global conference in Qatar (Jan
2009). In June 2011, he was a Discussion Leader on the
subject of “Faith, Youth and Social Media” at the World
Economic Forum in Jakarta.
In March 2013, he was a discussion participant in the
Muslim Minority Leaders Colloquium in Paris. He is
regularly featured in the local media discussing issues
of national and community interests, as well as his
active role in the nation-wide initiative, Aid to Syrian
Refugees in Turkey (ASRIT). He (and SimplyIslam)
was featured in the documentary entitled “Misguided”,
a 4-part documentary about terrorism (aired in
January 2010) produced by Mediacorp Singapore.

Mohamed Nassir continues to lead
SimplyIslam and is currently
spearheading its steady growth. In
Singapore, SimplyIslam operates in 4
centres across the island, with over
1,000 students attending its weekend
Islamic school program, and
hundreds attending its regular adult
classes. In 2020, he led the expansion
of SimplyIslam to Malaysia and is
currently leading a team to run the
Itqan Schools, made up of full-time preschool, primary and secondary schools, with plans for further expansion
across the country and beyond. SimplyIslam also launched its online SimplyIslam Academy in 2020.
Mohamed Nassir is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the SimplyIslam Education Group with educational
assets in Singapore, Malaysia, UK, India and Pakistan, and a total staff of over 100 people.
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BOARD OF ADVISORS

The following are a select group of international advisors of the
SimplyIslam Education Group who have been instrumental in its growth,
and continue to provide guidance and support for its development.
Details of their profiles are on our website www.simplyislam.sg.

DATO’ AIDIT GHAZALI (MALAYSIA)
Human Development Trainer and Author, and former academia at
International Islamic University Malaysia, University of Brunei Darussalam.

DR MUHAMMAD MUBARAK BIN HABIB (SINGAPORE)
Lecturer, SimplyIslam Academy. Education Officer,
Singapore’s Ministry of Education.

DR SAADELDIN MANSOUR (MALAYSIA)
Associate Professor, Department of Qur'an & Sunnah,
International Islamic University Malaysia.

ISMAIL FAIZAL ZAMROD (MALAYSIA)
Service Director of Asia Pacific at Waters Corporation.

SHERAZ YAQUB (UNITED KINGDOM)
Head of Online Service Delivery Transformation,
Birmingham City Council, United Kingdom.

MR MUHAMMAD HARMIZAN ABDUL HAMID (SINGAPORE)
Executive Director of Lembaga Biasiswa Kenangan Maulid (LBKM).

FEISAL JAMIL MARICAN
Senior Advisor at SimplyIslam.sg and business consultant.

SAIRA ELLEY
Director & Senior Advisor, Simplyislam.sg
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KEY THRUSTS
The SimplyIslam Education Group is founded upon the following key thrusts:

Nabawi-Centric
At the very core of SimplyIslam’s ethos is our diligence in using a Nabawi-centric
approach towards all our educational programmes. The Nabawi-centric
approach means that not only is Islam studied through the Prophetic lenses, but
the entire learning paradigm is also learnt, mastered and practised through the
Nabawi or Prophetic approach, by emphasising on the Prophetic mission of
mercy and compassion.

Standard Bearers
The SimplyIslam Education Group is shaped as a ﬁrst-class centre for Islamic
learning and understanding, producing innovative, creative and quality Islamic
education programs.

The Middle Way
SimplyIslam eﬀectively educates its participants on the true and moderate path
of Islam. With eﬀective programs, participants are able to discern from
extreme views and opinions and employ moderate Islamic paths.

Positive Learning Environments
SimplyIslam takes a keen interest in creating a learning environment and
ambience that motivates its participants towards good actions,
remembrance of God, and enhancing his/her spiritual, intellectual,
imaginative, scientiﬁc and linguistic growth.

Learning Partnerships
SimplyIslam promotes an eﬀective partnership between teachers, students,
parents, participants, other educational entities and the community at large
to encourage a community of sincere learners to unite in the spirit of the
celebration of learning.
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KEY THRUSTS

God, Prophet and Creations
SimplyIslam instils upon its participants a consciousness of God (Allah),
accepting and loving God’s Messenger, Prophet Muhammad (Allah’s Peace &
Blessings be upon him), and manifesting love and kindness to all of God’s
creations.

Holistic Education
SimplyIslam promotes a holistic Islamic and academic education to develop its
participants to have a strong personality capable of fulﬁlling his/her
responsibility of participation and stewardship in the society, community and
nation.

Exemplary Moral and
Social Conduct
SimplyIslam nurtures its participants’ personality towards the best moral and
social conduct, health attitudes and self-discipline, encouraging them to be
responsible members of the community, contributing positively to the
wellbeing of the society, community, country and humanity in general.

Pursuit of Excellence
SimplyIslam encourages and motivates its participants towards higher
academic and professional endeavours and the pursuit of excellence, enabling
its participants to recognise, appreciate and add to the contribution of Muslims
to world civilisation.

Professionally Qualiﬁed
and Model Teachers
Many Islamic scholars aﬃrm the saying, Al Adab Qabla ‘Ilm, meaning Adab or
Etiquette comes before knowledge. The best teacher is not so much what he
knows, but what he is. SimplyIslam engages its pool of well-qualiﬁed and
credible teachers, and provides continuing education opportunities for them so
that they continue to improve their knowledge and skills, and personify the
Prophetic values.
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IN THE NEWS
2009

CEO, Mohamed Nassir, listed in the The 500 Most Inﬂuential Muslims, 2009 edition, published by
Jordan’s Royal Islamic Strategic Studies Center.
2010

• "Tokoh Mancanegara Doakan Gus Dur", JPNN.com
Indonesia, 27 January 2010
2011
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IN THE NEWS
2011

• MuzlimBuzz: An English-Medium e-Magazine Dedicated to Southeast Asian Islam,
Kenti Ridge Common, 28 July 2011
• "SimplyIslam kumpul $14,000 bagi ‘Ramadan Charity Basket’", Berita Harian, 19 August 2011
2013

2014
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IN THE NEWS
2014

• "Semoga $500,000 terkumpul bantu pelarian Syria di Turkey", Berita Harian, 5 April 2014
• "Lebih $220,000 bagi bantu pelarian Syria", Berita Harian, 10 May 2014
• "Badan Islam serah lebih $200,000 bagi bantu pelarian perang Syria" Berita Harian, 19 June 2014
• "Syrian conﬂict could pose bigger risk to S’pore than JI: DPM Teo", Today, 11 July 2014
• "Badan S’pura kumpul hampir $400,000 untuk pelarian Syria", Berita Harian, 19 July 2014
• "Derma penganut Buddha pada pelarian Syria", Berita Harian, 25 July 2014
• “Non-Muslim organisations donate to Syrian refugees”, Today Online, 8 August 2014
• "Dari Singapura... Untuk kanak-kanak Syria", Berita Harian, 8 August 2014
• "Charity transcends geographical boundaries", The New Paper, 8 August 2014
• "Dari Singapura, untuk kanak-kanak Syria", Berita Harian, 18 August 2014
• "Badan Islam sokong usaha perangi IS", Berita Harian, 2 November 2014
• "Sekolah Temasek dibuka di Turkey bagi kanak-kanak pelarian Syria", Berita Harian, 16 December 2014
• "Asrit diusahakan SimplyIslam; Mex", Berita Harian, 16 December 2014
• Dari Temasek kepada anak-anak Syria, Berita Harian, 22 December 2014
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IN THE NEWS
2015

• "Sebak lihat nasib malang kanak-kanak Syria"
Berita Harian, 31 January 2015
• "Bengkel kupas erti jihad disertai 30 belia",
Berita Harian, 19 May 2015
• "Anak muda ‘dipadankan’ dalam acara sukarelawan",
Berita Harian, 6 July 2015
2016

“Is Singapore’s Muslim Community At Risk of Becoming Insular?”, Rice Media, 17 Jun 2019
“Ramai asatizah SimplyIslam sudah mendaftar”, Berita Harian, 12 October 2016
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IN THE NEWS

2017

2018

2019
“Could the Christchurch Massacre One Day be the Sultan Massacre?”, The Karyawan, 15 Jul 2019
2020
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OUR SCHOLARS &
TEACHERS
Deeply rooted in the way of the Ahlus Sunnah Wal Jamaah, SimplyIslam.sg presents a traditional & Sunni
Islam, dressed with a progressive & dynamic approach to life in the contemporary world. SimplyIslam
regularly invites renowned Islamic scholars from all around the world to address topics and concerns of
Muslims living in the contemporary world.
Among the scholars SimplyIslam engages with includes Shaykh Ali Gomaa (Egypt), Habib Umar Bin Haﬁz
(Yemen), Shaykh Muhammad Hisham K. (USA), Shaykh Mustafa Ceric (Bosnia), Imam Feisal Abdur Rauf
(USA), Habib Kadhim Assegaf (Yemen), Dr Umar Abdullah (USA), Shaykh Gibril Fouad Haddad
(USA/Brunei), Shaykh Faid Mohamed Said (UK), Sidi Aftab Malik (UK/Australia),
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OUR SCHOLARS & TEACHERS

Column (Top to Bottom)

Yemen

Egypt

• (Almarhum) Habib Salim As-Shatiri
• Habib Abu Bakr Al-‘Adny Al-Masyhur
• Habib Umar Bin Haﬁz
• Habib Kadhim As-Saqqaf
• Shaykh Umar Bin Hussein Al-Khatib
• Habib Muhammad Bin Abdullah Al-Aydarus
• Habib Abdullah Al-Mehdhar

• Shaykh Ali Gomaa
• Shaykh Ahmed El Azhary
• Dr. Hisham Hellyer
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OUR SCHOLARS & TEACHERS

Column (Top to Bottom)

Malaysia
• Dato Aidit Ghazali
• Dato' Dr. Muhammad Aﬁﬁ
Al-Akiti

• Shaykh Yahya Rhodus
• Ustadh Usama Canon
• Dr Ali Hussain
• Imam Khalid Latif

United States of America
• Shaykh Muhammad Hisham
Al-Qabbani
• Imam Feisal Abdur Rauf
• Dr Umar Faruq Abdullah
• Prof Marcia Hermansen
• Dr Walead Mosaad
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OUR SCHOLARS & TEACHERS

• Shaykh Sa'ad Al-Attas
• Shaykh Ahmad Saad
• Shaykh Muhammad Umar
Bin Ramadhan
• Shaykh Mus'ab Penfound
• Sidi Aftab Malik
• Ustadh Amin Buxton

Column (Top to Bottom)

United Kingdom
• (Almarhum) Dr Fuad Nahdi
• Shaykh Abdal Hakim Murad
• Shaykh Faid Mohammed Said
• Dr Laura Zahra McDonald
• Sis Humera Khan
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OUR SCHOLARS & TEACHERS

Column (Top to Bottom)

South Africa
• (Almarhum) Shaykh Seraj
Hendricks
• Shaykh Fakhrudin Owaisi
• Shaykh Allie Khalfe
• Imam Muhammad Davids
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Others
• Dr Waﬃe Mohammed
(Trinidad & Tobago)
• Dr Mustafa Ceric
(Bosnia Herzegovina)
• Shaykh Afeefuddin Al-Jailani
(Iraq)
• Prof Recep Senturk (Turkey)

• Shaykh Gibril Fouad Haddad
(Brunei)
• Shaykh Faraz Rabbani
(Canada)
• Habib Syech Bin Abdul Qadir Assegaf
(Indonesia)
• Ustadh Masruhan Kyai Choteb
(Indonesia)

OUR SCHOLARS & TEACHERS

Column (Top to Bottom)

Singapore
• Ustadh Mohammed Iqbal
Abdullah
• Dr. Iskandar Abdullah
• Dr. Muhammad Mubarak
Bin Habib

• Ustadh Leyaket Ali Bin Omar
• Ustadh Mukhtar Bin Habib
• Ustadh Muhammad Zahid Zin
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VISITORS TO
SIMPLYISLAM
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Her Majesty Raja Zarith Soﬁah binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Iskandar
Permaisuri (Queen Consort) of Johor, Malaysia
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Shaykh Abdal Hakim Murad - Dean, Cambridge Muslim College (UK) & Lecturer,
Faculty of Divinity at Cambridge University (UK)

Prof Dato’ Dr Shaykh Aﬁﬁ al-Akiti - Oxford University (United Kingdom)
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Prof Kamal Hassan - Former Rector, Int'l Islamic University Malaysia

Prof Mahmood Begg - Leicester University (United Kingdom)
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Shaﬁq Morton - Author & Journalist (South Africa)

Peter Gould - Founder, Gould Studio, award-winning creative agency (Australia)

Prof Dr Noor Ahmed Shahtaaz, Pakistan - Former Director, Sheikh Zayed Islamic Centre, University of Karachi
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Wajahat Ali - Opinion writer, New York Times (USA)

Shaykh Abdullah Anik Misra - Instructor, Seekers Guidance & Former Director, Qasid Institute (Jordan)

Habib Abdullah bin Abdur Rahman Al-Muhdhar - Rubat, Tarim, Yemen
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Dr Tariq Cheema World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists

Shaykh Rohimuddin Nawawi al-Bantani (Indonesia)
& Shaykh Ahmed Babikr (UK)

Imam Tahir Anwar - Lecturer, Zaytuna College (Berkeley, USA)

Baraka Blue (Ahmad James) - Highly acclaimed poet and artist from Seattle, USA
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VISITORS TO SIMPLYISLAM

Dr Bilal Hassam - British Muslim TV (United Kingdom)

Shaykh Alaeddin ElBakri - Islamic Scholar (USA)
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STRATEGIC
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS
Since our inception, in the pursuit of our vision to bring value to our communities, SimplyIslam has engaged with, and
continues to work with various local and international organisations. Among them are:

Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura (MUIS)

Singapore Islamic Scholars &
Religious Teachers Association (Pergas)

People’s Association Singapore
(PA Mesra)

Muslim Youth Forum
Singapore (MYF)

Association of Muslim
Professionals Singapore (AMP)

Rahmatan Lil Alamin
Foundation Singapore (RLAF)

Itqan Integrated School
(Malaysia)

Crescent Collective
(Malaysia)

Radical Middle Way
(United Kingdom)

Ta’leef Collective (USA)

International islamic
University Malaysia

Universiti Teknologi Mara

SMU Muslim Society

NTU Muslim Society

NUS Muslim Society
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MILESTONES
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MILESTONE

Established
SimplyIslam was established in Singapore, under the
auspices of As-Siddiq Centre for Islamic Studied Pte Ltd.

Weekend Islamic School
Commenced the Weekend Islamic School program
for children and youths (ages 5 to 17)

2006

2014 New Centre, Singapore
Opening of new centre at Jurong, Singapore
ASRIT
Humanitarian Mission for Syrian refugees
with Singaporean tertiary students

2007

2009
Moved into a standalone
building at Still Road,
Singapore

2015 Retreat
Staﬀ Retreat in
Perth, Australia
Collaboration with
Radical Middle Way (UK)

2012
• Aid to Syrian Refugees in Turkey (ASRIT)
in collaboration with AMP, MEX, RLAF.
• Inaugural Mawlid Festival, Singapore Expo

Organised educational programs in
Indonesia, supported by UK's Foreign
Commonwealth Oﬃce (FCO)

2019 Media Team
Established
SimplyIslam Media
Team in Malaysia

2020 HQ Extension

2021 New Centre, Singapore

New HQ extension at
Still Road, Singapore

Opening of new centre at Woodlands, Singapore

Malaysia
Expansion into Malaysia
with Itqan Schools in Kuala
Lumpur

Malaysia
Opening of Itqan Schools 4 storey building in
Kota Damansara, Selangor

2022 Marketing Team
Established SimplyIslam Digital Marketing Team in Pakistan
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AT A GLANCE
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AT A GLANCE

PARTICIPANTS

SCHOLARS & DIGNITARIES

WEEKEND ISLAMIC SCHOOL STUDENTS

TEACHERS ARS
CERTIFIED
SINGAPORE

TEACHERS
ITQAN
SCHOOLS

EVENTS

FUNDS RAISED (S$M)
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SIMPLYISLAM
WEEKEND ISLAMIC
SCHOOL
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SIMPLYISLAM WEEKEND ISLAMIC SCHOOL

SimplyIslam’s Weekend Islamic School provides an
environment to foster Islamic knowledge and values to
strengthen a united Muslim community to positively
contribute to the community, society and nation.
As our ﬂagship programme that has been a mainstay of
SimplyIslam since 2007, SimplyIslam’s Weekend Islamic
School started with just 80 students. Today, our student
population has grown tenfold, with more than 800
students under our wing each year.
As one of the few institutions that deliver Islamic
education in English, it reaches out to demographics
which previously had limited or no access to Islamic
education with an interesting package of learning
initiatives that is not only unique but also innovative.
SimplyIslam’s Weekend Islamic School has received
numerous accolades for its pioneering curriculum, and
the positive impact it has made on the
Muslim-community in Singapore.
We ﬁrmly believe in the need for our children to be
imbued with the necessary moral and religious
foundations based upon sound Islamic teachings. Our
Weekend Islamic School is the manifestation of this
belief, and forms the cornerstone of how we reach out,
engage and educate the youth of our community.
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OUR COURSES

Our courses run the gamut of basic to advanced level courses. From entry level courses for new or returning Muslims
such as our Essentials series, to advanced level courses that ignite critical thinking in philosophical-theological Islamic
concepts within our Imam Ghazzali courses. SimplyIslam develops adult courses that are relevant, current and
educational.
We have had over 20,000 participants attending our courses over the years. Our suite of courses continue to evolve to suit
the ever-changing needs of our modern Muslim Community and provide a bridge for them to consume Islamic
education regularly and conveniently.
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OUR
EVENTS
SimplyIslam organises events that encourage learning and creative discussion through fresh and innovative
approaches. To facilitate this we regularly engage renowned Islamic scholars - both locally and internationally
- as guides to drive these critical discussions. Through these events we forge fresh and innovative approaches
to engage, enlighten and inspire our students to experience the wonder and beauty of Islam.
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OUR EVENTS
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

“I found Islam
through SimplyIslam”

I came to join the course (at SimplyIslam) just to ﬁgure out
what Islam is about. And, Alhamdulillah, it totally changed
my entire life’s perspective. The course is amazing, superb. I
really recommend that every single one who’s searching or
wanting to know more about Islam to join the course.
Because I found Islam through SimplyIslam.
— Nur Khairin

My husband and I attended this course many
years ago when it was ﬁrst organised and we
were really thrilled and excited at all the
things that were taught and shared. We learnt
so much during the course that till today we
remembered all that we had learnt from Ust.
Salleh and still practice some of the healing
therapy and cure that were taught. May Allah
bless the centre and Ust Salleh for all that he
had taught us, aameen. Indeed Prophetic
Healing is one of the miracle in our lives.
— Rasheedah Binte Mohd Jin
(Student of SimplyIslam’s Prophetic Healing Course)

Alhamdulillah. The course was very beneﬁcial for me.
Ustadh Syed Mohsen Alsagoﬀ teaches with a lot of sincerity
and passion. Very hard working and full of energy and
enthusiasm! Though he is young, his knowledge and wisdom
is on par with a very senior religious scholar, SubhanAllah.
The scholars are inheritors of Prophets. Syed Mohsen is a
perfect example of that. They leave behind knowledge which
is precious like diamond or gold. SubhanAllah. May Allah
continue to bless him. Ameen.
— Dr Sajeena, (Student of 40 Hadith Course)

Well done SimplyIslam for conducting/organizing the
workshop. This is deﬁnitely one of the most important
workshops for everyone to attend. May Allah bless all your
eﬀorts and grant health and success in this world & hereafter.
— Nisa
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

As a parent I may not have 100% knowledge or
correct information to help my boys but knowing
that the things they've learnt in class like the values
and basics of Islam, the ﬁve prayers, our Prophet (s)
and Quran, it makes me feel so proud and grateful.
Throughout their school week, they will be able to
keep in mind the teachings from Simplylslam
madrasah over the weekend and it's really a blessing.
I will not hesitate to recommend other parents to
SimplyIslam Weekend Islamic School.

The course is really very beneﬁcial and I learnt
quite a lot to expand my knowledge on prayers.
— Shahidah (Student of Essentials of Prayers Course)

- Madam Atiqah Ang
(Parent of SimplyIslam Weekend Islamic School Student)

I have learnt from my children that the classes are
interesting as there are a lot of interactive
communications between the students and the
asatizahs. I remember my daughter went for an
excursion to East Coast and learnt how to pray out in
the open and how to take their wudu’ using bottled
water. My younger son telling me about some surahs
he just learnt, and also not forgetting my 6 year old
daughter reminding us that prophet Muhammad’s
birthday is approaching.
I've been a parent with SimplyIslam for 6 years now
and would really recommend other parents who are
searching to enrol their child at SimplyIslam's
Weekend Islamic School
- Mr Noorazman bin Yunos
(Parent of SimplyIslam Weekend Islamic School Student)
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ABOUT ITQAN
SCHOOLS
Established in Malaysia, the Itqan Schools is a Nabawi-centric Islamic and STEM-focused school. The
schools were founded in 2007 and are made up of the preschool, primary and secondary schools. In 2020, the
Itqan Schools underwent a tajdid or renewal and is now powered by the SimplyIslam Education Group,
under the auspices of the As-Siddiq Centre for Islamic Studies Pte Ltd, a Singapore-based educational
organisation.
Itqan aims to equip its students with sound and comprehensive knowledge and understanding of Islamic
sciences coupled with the infusion of a STEM-focused and IGCSE Cambridge curriculum to ensure the
students are future ready, nurturing them to be dynamic Muslims in accordance to the Qur’anic and
Prophetic paradigm. In line with our motto of Bridging Faith & Future, Itqan aims to provide the necessary
tools that will catalyse a habitat where learners are imbued with knowledge holistically - a 360 degree learning
environment that provides a seamless link between one’s spirituality and the living world or dunya.
Through our Nabawi-centric approach, learning is infused with the knowledge and understanding of the
Oneness of God, the love of Allah’s Beloved, Prophet Muhammad  ﷺand an appreciation of the rich heritage
and traditions of Islam.
While the emphasis on Islamic spirituality remains Itqan’s core focus, academic pursuits are also an important
part of a Muslim’s life, and at Itqan we aim to bring about the ideal balance, Bridging Faith and Future. Our
educational model builds the bridge that connects our students’ faith in Islam and its tenets, and his or her
future as a contributing member of the society. The Prophet Muhammad  ﷺsaid, “The best among you are
those who bring the greatest beneﬁt to others”. Itqan humbly aims to develop students who will bring about
the maximum beneﬁt to our community, society, nation and the greater ummah.
The highly-curated curriculum is not only designed to increase the students’ knowledge in all academic
aspects - STEM, language arts, soft skills, physical education and instilment of good values, but to improve
the students’ relationship with Allah  ﷻand His Messenger Prophet Muhammad ﷺ, along with his or her
association with the creations of Allah Almighty.
Itqan also aims to motivate the students to actualise the knowledge they have learnt in their daily life and
practice, and conduct themselves in their best, as ambassadors of Islam and the Prophet  ﷺwhilst remaining
relevant in the temporal world through an appreciation of STEM, entrepreneurship, language, arts, and other
soft skills such as creative and critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration, and teamwork values.
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WHY STEM?
Muslim scholars have developed a spectrum of discoveries and perspectives on science and
technology for centuries. From the 8th to 15th century, scientists of medieval Muslim civilisation like
Ibn al-Haytham, Al-Biruni, Ibn Sina and hundreds of others contributed to important discoveries in
science, mathematics, astronomy, medicine and other disciplines.
The Quran encouraged the inquisitive and discovering mind as the Holy Book contains precise
statements on scientiﬁc phenomena that were only later conﬁrmed by scientiﬁc research (e.g.
embryo, solar system, creation of the universe, etc). Even in the contemporary times, many Muslim
scientists have won the Nobel Prize for Science (e.g. Abdus Salam of Pakistan, Ahmed Zewail from
Egypt, and Aziz Sancar from Turkey) and has made incredible discoveries in medicine,
bioengineering (e.g. Jackie Yi-Ru Ying, Muslim female nanotechnology scientist).
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WHAT IS THE BIG
DEAL ABOUT STEM?
In 2019, Malaysia’s Ministry MESTECC expressed its
concern that there is a declining trend in students opting
for STEM subjects in schools fearing that a continued
decline will eventually lead to a lack of talent for the
STEM-related industries. Currently only about 40% of
students in Malaysia chose STEM-subjects, while the
education ministry hopes to increase it to 60%. The
education ministry is also “launching a new STEM
teacher competency framework, which would shape how
future STEM teachers are trained and assessed”.
Very recently, then Education Minister, Dr Mohd Radzi
Md Jidin, said that, “If the interest in STEM is not
inculcated at an early age, starting from Year One or
earlier, students’ choices will be aﬀected when they choose
their major” and mentioned that the the Education
Ministry is working to boost the interest in STEM
subjects among students.
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ITQAN SCHOOLS
Itqan Schools are made up of two schools focusing on diﬀerent age groups and learning objectives - but within the same
purpose of fostering students with a comprehensive and holistic learning.

ITQAN HOLISTIC SCHOOL
The Itqan Holistic School is an esteemed Islamic educational institution oﬀering a top-notch curriculum
in Islamic and academic sciences at the primary and secondary levels. The school underwent a merger in
2022 between two Itqan Integrated School and IHS Subang Bestari, and was renamed as Itqan Holistic
School.
The Itqan Holistic School caters to students at the primary level (ages 7 to 12 years) and the secondary level
(ages 13 - 17 years). Following the IGCSE curriculum, the school caters to students at Grade 1 to 11. The
school emphasises a holistic education, featuring a Nabawi-centric Islamic studies approach, along with
an integrated STEM-focused curriculum.
Itqan aspires to break the borders of a typical traditional ‘religious school’ and bring a breath of fresh air to
Islamic education. Being an Islamic school primarily, Itqan’s main focus is an appreciation of the Islamic
tenets and knowledge, through a Nabawi-centric approach. Itqan aims to provide spiritual and moral
guidance so that each student is transformed positively through the Prophetic or Nabawi-centric values,
in the hope that each student will become a valuable ambassador of Islam and the Holy Prophet
Muhammad ﷺ.
The secondary aim of Itqan is to prepare the students academically through the IGCSE framework, and
guide the students in bridging their faith with the real world.

ITQAN HOLISTIC
SCHOOL
PROGRAMMES:

1

NABAWI-CENTRIC
APPROACH

4

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE
CURRICULUM

2

ISLAMIC STUDIES,
TAHFIZ, TILAWAH

5

CRITICAL THINKING &
PROBLEM SOLVING
SKILLS

3

STEM-FOCUSED
EDUCATION

6

ACADEMIC, SPIRITUAL
AND MORAL
EXCELLENCE
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ITQAN PRESCHOOL
The Itqan Preschool was established in 2007 to provide preschoolers a safe and conducive learning
environment, and guiding them from a young age with an appreciation of Islam, and imbibing upon
them excellent moral character with the Prophet Muhammad  ﷺas the moral paragon.
The preschool caters to students from ages 4 to 6 covering the levels of Playgroup, K1 and K2, and
focuses on instilling Prophetic values, love for Allah The Merciful and His creations, whilst
enhancing their essential skills such as motor and cognitive skills, creativity, problem-solving skills
and teamwork. The preschool adopts a Total Learning approach, covering the child’s holistic
development and learning, be it physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. The curriculum
covers Nabawi-centric Islamic learning, Tahﬁz & Tilawah, languages (English, Arabic & Bahasa
Melayu), STEM, Culture, Sensorial, Arts & Craft, Water & Sand Play and Free Play.

ITQAN
PRESCHOOL
PROGRAMMES:
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1

NABAWI-CENTRIC
APPROACH

4

ENGLISH, ARABIC &
BAHASA MELAYU

2

ISLAMIC STUDIES,
TAHFIZ, TILAWAH

5

MATHEMATICS,
CULTURE, SENSORIAL

3

MONTESSORI-INSPIRED
APPROACH

6

ARTS & CRAFT,
WATER & SAND PLAY,
FREE PLAY

SUCCESS STORIES
OF ITQAN SCHOOLS
Over 1000 students have enrolled in our highly-esteemed Islamic education centre over the past
few years. Located in the heart of Malaysia at Damansara, our school has attracted some of the most
inﬂuential parents whose aim is to provide their children the ideal quality of education to balance
between faith and future - Islam and STEM.
The most essential components of an ideal school are the environment and student development.
Here’s what our students have to say about Itqan Holistic School:
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If you want to learn something, and you want to be
part of a community that respects you; that’s nice to
you; that tells you what you need to be told; and you
want to learn from the best; you should go to Itqan.
— Haris, Student of Itqan Holistic School

I feel happy because at Itqan, I have many friends, I
like the teachers, and there’s also nice things and
foods! We have a lot of time to play, and that’s what
I like about Itqan.
— Aira, Student of Itqan Holistic School

I like learning at Itqan because we get to play
outdoors a lot and we have a lot of outdoor
activities. The teachers are very kind and nice, too.
My favourite subject would be Islamic Studies as
the Prophetic stories are full of lessons and the
stories are very interesting.
— Putera Daud Muhammad, Student of Itqan Holistic School

Itqan Holistic School has successfully developed their students to
be progressive and dynamic Muslims, to think creatively and
critically, to strategise solutions and solve problems, and embark in
the STEM related ﬁelds whilst adhering closely to the way of Ahlus
Sunnah wal Jama’ah, promoting love and kindness to all mankind.
Itqan strives to move forward, changing lives of little Muslims one
by one; to mold, to strengthen and to instill conﬁdence in
themselves to become virtuous leaders in the future, InshaAllah.
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ITQAN SCHOOLS
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BARAKA BAZAAR

Baraka Bazaar is our online shopfront for
Super Sunnah Foods, a health-oriented Islamic
store specializing in supplements and remedies
derived from Prophetic Healing techniques
and cures. Super Sunnah Foods scour the
world to bring forth a collection of ﬁrst-grade
health supplements that can fortify and
strengthen the immune system whilst reviving
the sunnah of prophetic healing methods.
Some of the popular sunnah foods sold here
include honey, olive oil, black seed, ﬁg cider,
pomegranate, dates, and many others.
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CHARITABLE CAUSES

Ramadan Charity Basket
SimplyIslam regularly conducts charitable drives in aid of the
community they reside in, and beyond. Annually, we organise the
Ramadan Charity Basket (RCB) initiative where we provide food and
ﬁnancial help to needy families in Singapore in time for Eid al-Fitr.
These recipients include the poor, sick, old and needy and our RCB
project engages the community, not just in terms of providing ﬁnancial
support, but also in terms of expending their energies in delivering
these care packs. This enables them to contribute more tangibly, and
for them to experience the living conditions some of these recipients
live within so as to arouse a more profound understanding and
appreciation of the importance of contributing charitably to those in
need. Collectively, this project has raised over $700,000 over the years.
Most recently, in Ramadan 2020, SimplyIslam raised S$150,000 to
support over 400 families in Singapore.
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CHARITABLE CAUSES

Aid to Syrian Refugees in Turkey (ASRIT)
Internationally, we co-organised the Aid to Syrian Refugees in Turkey project (ASRIT)
where we raised over $700,000 in aid of Syrian refugees, and helped build a school in
Kilis, Southeast Turkey - a town near the Syrian border where many Syrian refugees
ﬂed to during the war. The school - known as the Temasek Education Centre - is still
in operation today.
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CHARITABLE CAUSES
Additionally, in several other individual and collaborative projects, SimplyIslam
has contributed to charitable causes on many fronts. These include:

Nour Andalusia Charity Concert in Support of TAA Trust Fund
The Nour Andalusia Charity concert was a professional and polished musical
performance of a religious socio-cultural genre that is not often heard in these parts of the
world. Led by Al Firdaus Ensemble from Spain, the concert was attended by 1,000 people
and not only illuminated with the spiritual lights of songs drawn from the rich heritage of
traditional Suﬁ music from Arabic, Andalusi and Turkish sources, but it also provided a
platform for SimplyIslam to help raise funds for TAA Trust Fund, an organisation that
supports the poor, needy and the less fortunate from low-income families who are suﬀering
from chronic diseases and illnesses such as kidney failure, stroke, cancer and diabetes.
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CHARITABLE CAUSES

Annual Qurban Drive
SimplyIslam conducts an annual Qurban drive to
assist the poor in our community and also
internationally. Part of the funds raised during the
annual Qurban drives are donated to Pesantren Darul
Hikmah/Darul Hikam (Islamic Boarding Schools) in
Mojokerto (near Surabaya, Indonesia). These funds
are utilised for the maintenance of over 1200 students
studying at the schools.
These students pursue both academic and Islamic
studies at the school, including some pursuing the
Haﬁz or memorisation of the Qur'an program. While
some of these students are also boarding students,
most of them come from poor and needy families.
The meat will be distributed to the students and
residents around the Pesantrens.
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